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Abstract
Fiber-complemented graphs form a vast non-bipartite generalization of median graphs. Using a certain natural coloring of edges,
induced by parallelism relation between preﬁbers of a ﬁber-complemented graph, we introduce the crossing graph of a ﬁber-
complemented graph G as the graph whose vertices are colors, and two colors are adjacent if they cross on some induced 4-cycle
in G. We show that a ﬁber-complemented graph is 2-connected if and only if its crossing graph is connected. We characterize those
ﬁber-complemented graphs whose crossing graph is complete, and also those whose crossing graph is chordal.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Among classes of graphs, deﬁned by metric properties, median graphs enjoy one of the central roles. Many structural
characterizations of median graphs have been proved, and interesting connections to some other discrete structures
have been established, see a survey [12]. Several generalizations of median graphs have been introduced [2,3,5,16], a
recent one are the so-called ﬁber-complemented graphs [8,9]. To deﬁne these graphs we need the notion of gated sets
that arises in discrete metric spaces as a stronger version of the usual convexity [10,11,18,19].
Throughout this paper we consider ﬁnite graphs. Let G be a graph. The distance d(u, v) between vertices u and v
is the length of a shortest path between u and v, and the interval I (u, v) is the set of vertices that lie on shortest paths
between u and v, that is, I (u, v) = {x : d(u, v) = d(u, x) + d(x, v)}. A set of vertices S ⊆ V (G) is called gated in
G if for every x ∈ V (G) there exists a vertex u in S such that u ∈ I (x, v) for all v ∈ S. If for some x such a vertex
u in S exists, it must be unique, and it is called the gate of x in S, and is denoted by pS(x). For each gated subset S
the mapping pS : V (G) → S which maps x to pS(x) is called the gate function with respect to S. Clearly, if x ∈ S,
pS(x) = x. If S is a gated set, and U an arbitrary set in a graph, then, as usual, pS(U) = {pS(u) : u ∈ U}.
Deﬁnition 1.1 (Chastand [8]). A connected graph G is a ﬁber-complemented graph if it has the following property:
for every gated set W of G, and every x ∈ W , p−1W (x) is a gated set in G.
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Fig. 1. Fiber-complemented graph and its -coloring.
Note that all one-vertex sets are gated—we call them trivial gated sets. Gated sets that are minimal with respect to
inclusion and nontrivial will be called preﬁbers. The results from [8,6] show that preﬁbers of a ﬁber-complemented
graph are the main building blocks from which the graph can be constructed by using some operations that we present
in the next section.We call a graph G with more than one vertex that contains only one preﬁber (its vertex set) a preﬁber
graph (called elementary graph in [8]). Preﬁber graphs are clearly ﬁber-complemented.
The gate function in a graph yields naturally a parallelism relation between gated sets. We say that two gated sets
A and B in a graph are parallel if the restriction of pA to B is an isomorphism (whose inverse is the restriction of pB
to A). In a ﬁber-complemented graph G, parallelism is an equivalence relation on the set of preﬁbers of G and yields
a coloring  of preﬁbers of G as introduced by Chastand [8]. Since in ﬁber-complemented graphs endvertices of every
edge e belong to a unique preﬁber, one can deﬁne (e) with respect to the parallelism relation (that is, (e) equals
the color of the preﬁber in which both its endvertices lie). Using this coloring we introduce the crossing graph of a
ﬁber-complemented graph, a variation of the concept of crossing graph as deﬁned by Klavžar and Mulder for the case
of partial cubes [13]. In fact, the same concept was introduced earlier by Bandelt and Chepoi for median graphs under
the name incompatibility graph [1]. Our aim is to generalize some of the results from [1,13].
LetG be a ﬁber-complemented graph and  : E(G) → {1, . . . , k} the edge coloring ofG, derived from the parallelism
relation on the set of preﬁbers. The crossing graph G# of G is the graph with the vertex set {1, . . . , k} of colors, two
vertices being adjacent whenever the corresponding colors cross on an induced 4-cycle (that is, they both appear in an
induced 4-cycle). From the structure of ﬁber-complemented graphs one can infer that the opposite edges of an induced
4-cycle are always colored by the same color; hence, we can say that the two distinct colors cross on it. See Fig. 1 where
a ﬁber-complemented graph is depicted, and its color classes are marked by distinctive lines (note that its crossing
graph is isomorphic to the disjoint union of P3 and two K1’s). The deﬁnition of Klavžar and Mulder in the bipartite
case is a little different because they apply it to a larger class of the so-called partial cubes, yet the deﬁnitions coincide
when restricted to median graphs.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we ﬁx the notation, and state preliminary results that will be
needed later. We prove three results about crossing graphs of ﬁber-complemented graphs. In Section 3 we show that
G# is a complete graph if and only if G is a Cartesian product of preﬁber graphs. In Section 4 we prove G# is connected
if and only if G is 2-connected. The last section is about the newly introduced class of acyclic preﬁber box complexes
(APBC), that presents a non-bipartite generalization of the so-called graphs of acyclic cubical complexes (ACC) that
were studied by Bandelt and Chepoi [1]. We prove two characterizations of APBC graphs among ﬁber-complemented
graphs, generalizing results from [1]. In particular we show that a ﬁber-complemented graph G is APBC if and only if
G# is chordal.
2. Deﬁnitions and preliminaries
2.1. Structure of ﬁber-complemented graphs
Gated sets possess several nice properties some of which are reﬂected in the structure of ﬁber-complemented graphs
[10]. First of all, the intersection of two gated sets in a graph is also gated in this graph. To shorten some arguments
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Fig. 2. Fiber-complemented graph and two parallel preﬁbers.
we will use the expression gated subgraph for a subgraph of a graph induced by a gated set. Note that every gated
subgraph of a ﬁber-complemented graph is also ﬁber-complemented graph [9].
The Cartesian product (or box) G = G1G2 · · ·Gk of graphs G1, G2, . . . ,Gk has the set of vertices V (G) =
V (G1)×V (G2)× · · · ×V (Gk), and two vertices u= (u1, u2, . . . , uk), v = (v1, v2, . . . , vk) of G are adjacent if there
exists j (1jk) such that ujvj ∈ E(Gj ) and ui = vi for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}\{j}. For any vertex u ∈ V (G) a subset
{u1} × · · · × {ui−1} × V (Gi) × {ui+1} × · · · × {uk} of V (G) is called a ﬁber. Clearly, any ﬁber induces a subgraph
isomorphic to Gi . The Cartesian product in which all Gi are preﬁber graphs will be called a preﬁber box. Clearly, any
gated subgraph of a preﬁber box is also a preﬁber box.
Let S be a preﬁber (minimal nontrivial gated subset), and x ∈ S. Set WS(x) = p−1S (x), that is, WS(x) = {u ∈
V (G)|pS(u) = x}. By US(x) denote the set of vertices from WS(x) that have a neighbor in G − WS(x). In [8] we ﬁnd
the following observations (as usual, we denote by 〈X〉 the subgraph induced by the set X):
• US(x) and WS(x) are gated sets.
• BS :=⋃y∈SUS(y) is a gated set and induces a subgraph isomorphic to 〈S〉〈US(x)〉.• V (G) = BS if and only if WS(y) = US(y) for every y ∈ S.
One can easily derive (see [8]) that given a preﬁber S, every two sets US(x), US(y) are parallel, and the set BS
contains exactly all the (parallel) preﬁbers of the color class (S). Furthermore, the sets WS(x) induce the components
of the graph obtained from G by removal of edges colored by (S).
In Fig. 2 let S be the preﬁber that consists of vertices a, b and c. The unique preﬁber parallel to S is {a′, b′, c′}, and
their union BS induces a subgraph isomorphic to K2K3. Also note that US(a) = {a, a′}, and that WS(a) consists of
black vertices. Edges with color (S) are dotted.
Chastand characterized parallel preﬁbers as preﬁbers for which the projection (by the gate function) of one preﬁber
onto another is not a one element set. Thus we can easily derive that the opposite edges of an induced 4-cycle in a
ﬁber-complemented graph are always colored by the same color, and so the crossing graph concept is well deﬁned.
2.2. Amalgamations and Cartesian products
The structure of ﬁber-complemented graph can be even better understood through the procedure of construction
by gated amalgamations. Operations of expansion and peripheral amalgamation, described later, can be regarded as
special types of amalgamation.
A graph G is said to be the (gated) amalgam of two gated subgraphs G′,G′′ if G′ ∪ G′′ = G, G′ ∩ G′′ 
= ∅, and
there are no edges between G′ − G′′ and G′′ − G′. Note that G′ ∩ G′′ is also a gated subgraph. In other words, we say
that G is obtained by an amalgamation along the common gated subgraph G′ ∩ G′′ of G′ and G′′.
Let G be a connected graph. A subset X of the vertex set V (G) is a cut set (or a cut vertex, if X consists of a single
vertex) of G if G − X is a disconnected graph. We will use the following result about gated cut sets.
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Lemma 2.1 (Brešar [6]). Let X be a cut set of G. Then X induces a gated subgraph if and only if G is an amalgam of
gated subgraphs along the subgraph induced by X.
A graph with at least two vertices is said to be prime if it is neither a proper Cartesian product nor a gated amalgam
of smaller graphs. In the case of ﬁber-complemented graphs prime graphs and preﬁber graphs coincide.
Proposition 2.2. A ﬁber-complemented graph is prime if and only if it is a preﬁber graph.
Proof. Let G be a ﬁber-complemented graph. If G is not prime then it is either a proper Cartesian product or a gated
amalgam of smaller graphs. In the ﬁrst case every ﬁber induces a nontrivial gated subgraph, and if G is the gated
amalgam of its proper subgraphs G1 and G2, then these two subgraphs are gated and nontrivial in G. Thus G is not a
preﬁber graph.
Conversely, suppose that G is not a preﬁber graph. If G is a gated amalgam of smaller graphs then it is not prime
which concludes the proof in this case. Now, assume G is not a gated amalgam of smaller graphs. We claim that
WS(y) = US(y) for every y in S, where S is a preﬁber in G. Suppose to the contrary there is z ∈ WS(x) − US(x) for
some x ∈ S. Recall that US(x) is gated in G and it is obviously a cut set. Thus by Lemma 2.1, G is a gated amalgam of
〈WS(x)〉 and G − (WS(x) − US(x)) along 〈US(x)〉, a contradiction to the assumption. Thus WS(y) = US(y) for every
y in S and by [8], G〈S〉〈US(x)〉, and so G is not prime. 
2.3. Expansion procedure
Let U,W1, . . . ,Wn be gated subsets of a graph G with ∪ni=1Wi = V (G), Wi ∩ Wj = U for all i 
= j and there
are no edges between Wi − U and Wj − U for i 
= j . Let C be an arbitrary preﬁber graph on n vertices. Then a
gated expansion of G with respect to C,W1, . . . ,Wn along U is obtained from the disjoint union of graphs induced by
W1, . . . ,Wn, to which we add edges between the copies of U in such a way that they induce a subgraph isomorphic to
〈U〉C. We remark that this is a generalized form of the expansion as introduced by Mulder by which median graphs
were characterized [15,17].
Theorem 2.3 (Chastand [8]). A graph G is ﬁber-complemented if and only if it can be obtained by a sequence of gated
expansions from K1.
Note that during an expansion step a new -class appears. The union of its preﬁbers (denoted by BC using an earlier
notation) induces a gated box in G. It is also clear what we mean by the reverse operation, called contraction, and what
are the conditions for it. Note that if H is a contraction of G along the color class , the crossings between -classes of
H are the same as in G, that is, H # = G# − .
2.4. Acyclic preﬁber box complexes
Let G be a ﬁber-complemented graph, U its gated subgraph and P an arbitrary preﬁber graph. The peripheral
amalgamation of G along U with respect to P is the graph obtained as an amalgam of G and UP along their common
gated subgraph U. Note that in a peripheral amalgamation we get exactly one new -color (called a peripheral color)
which is given to the preﬁbers that correspond to P.
The following theorem was in fact proved for an arbitrary subclass of ﬁber-complemented graphs that enjoys some
natural properties. In particular it holds for the whole class of ﬁber-complemented graphs:
Theorem 2.4 (Brešar [6]). A graph G is ﬁber-complemented if and only if G can be obtained from K1 by successive
use of peripheral amalgamations with respect to preﬁber graphs.
Graphs ofACC are a subclass of thosemedian graphs that can be obtained by a sequence of peripheral amalgamations
along hypercubes, see [1]. The acyclicity in their name arises from the correspondence with hypergraphs of cubical
complexes. In our general case the context of hypergraphs seems to be less interesting, yet we can clearly explore the
analogy via peripheral amalgamation.
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In the spirit of Theorem 2.4 we say that a graph G is a graph of an APBC (APBC graph) if G can be obtained from
K1 by successive use of peripheral amalgamations in which the gated subgraphs U are at each step preﬁber boxes (i.e.
Cartesian products of preﬁber graphs).
The reverse operation to peripheral amalgamation is called peripheral contraction. In the case of APBC graphs, we
contract a peripheral -color of a peripheral preﬁber box (that is, a -color whose preﬁbers lie in a unique peripheral
preﬁber box).
The graph of Fig. 1 is APBC. All its -colors except the middle one (with edges depicted by normal lines) are
peripheral. In addition, (S) (whose edges are denoted by dotted lines in Fig. 2 of the same graph) is a peripheral
color of the corresponding peripheral preﬁber box, and can be used to start a peripheral contraction procedure as
deﬁned for APBC graphs. This is not true for the other color of this box since its preﬁbers lie in two different
boxes.
3. Crossing graphs of preﬁber boxes
We will use the following Chastand’s characterization of preﬁber boxes among ﬁber-complemented graphs. Recall
that a subset X (as well as the subgraph 〈X〉) in a graph G is convex if for any u, v ∈ X, I (u, v) ⊆ X.
Theorem 3.1 (Chastand [8]). A ﬁber-complemented graph G is a preﬁber box if and only if for every convex 2-path
abc we have (ab) = (bc).
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a ﬁber-complemented graph and let abc be a convex 2-path such that {a, b} and {b, c} belong
to different preﬁbers. Then (ab) and (bc) do not cross in G.
Proof. Let abc be a convex 2-path in a ﬁber-complemented graph G such that {a, b} and {b, c} belong to different
preﬁbers S and T, respectively. Since S and T are preﬁbers, b is their only common vertex and obviously b = pS(T )
which implies T ⊆ WS(b).
We claim that c does not belong toUS(b). Suppose to the contrary that c ∈ US(b). Then c belongs toBS=⋃y∈SUS(y),
and thus to some preﬁber S parallel to S. Since b and c are adjacent, S ∪ S induces SK2. Thus, vertices pS(a), c, a, b
obviously induce a 4-cycle which is in a contradiction to the convexity of abc. Thus the claim is proved and it implies
that T is not a subset of US(b). Hence b is the only vertex in US(b) ∩ T otherwise we are in a contradiction to T being
a preﬁber. Note that pT (US(b)) = b and that every (shortest) path from a vertex in G − WS(b) to a vertex in T passes
US(b).
Suppose that (S) and (T ) cross on some 4-cycle xyvu in G.Without loss of generality assume (xy)=(uv)=(S).
Since y and v are in preﬁbers that are parallel to S we infer that either they are in G−WS(b) or in US(b). In both cases
pT (y) = pT (v) = b, which contradicts the assumption that (yv) = (T ). Hence (S) and (T ) do not cross in G. 
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a ﬁber-complemented graph. Then G = E1E2 · · ·En, where Ei are preﬁber graphs, if
and only if G# = Kn.
Proof. It is clear that G = E1E2 · · ·En, where Ei are preﬁber graphs, implies G# = Kn.
Conversely, suppose that G is not a preﬁber box. Then by Theorem 3.1, G contains a convex 2-path abc such that
(ab) 
= (bc). By Lemma 3.2 there exists no induced 4-cycle in G on which the colors (ab) and (bc) cross, and so
the corresponding vertices in G# are not adjacent. 
This result generalizes an analogous theorem for median graphs from [14], see also [13, Proposition 4.1]. Some
further results about crossing graphs of Cartesian products of median graphs can be found in [7].
4. Connected crossing graphs
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a ﬁber-complemented graph,  its edge coloring and abc a convex 2-path with (ab) =  and
(bc) = . If  and  belong to different connected components of G#, then b is a cut vertex.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of vertices of G. Clearly, the smallest case is when G is isomorphic to
the 2-path abc, where b is clearly a cut vertex. Suppose G is a ﬁber-complemented graph with more than three vertices,
G has a convex 2-path abc with (ab) = , (bc) =  and there is no path between  and  in G#. We claim that b is a
cut vertex.
By Theorem 2.4, G can be obtained from a ﬁber-complemented graph G′ by the peripheral amalgamation along a
gated subgraph U of G′. Let  be the peripheral color obtained in the last amalgamation step. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: Suppose that the convex 2-path abc exists already in G′. Then b is a cut vertex in G′ by induction hypothesis.
Let C′ be the connected component of G′ − b that contains a. First, we claim c is not in C′. Let H be the subgraph
induced by V (C′) ∪ {b}, and note that H is a gated subgraph in G′. Hence H is also a ﬁber-complemented graph, and
H # is well deﬁned. Since b is a cut vertex in G′, it is clear that H # is an induced subgraph of (G′)#. From this we infer
that also in H # there is no path between  and . Now, if c ∈ C′, then since H is smaller than G, we infer by induction
that b is a cut vertex also in H. But this is in a contradiction with the deﬁnition of C′ as the connected component of
G′ − b. Hence we derive that c is in another connected component of G′ − b, and we denote this component by C′′.
Let K be the subgraph induced by V (C′′) ∪ {b}, and note that K is also gated in G′.
If U is a subgraph of H (or K) then clearly b is a cut vertex also in G. So assume that U is not a subgraph of H nor K.
Then b ∈ V (U), and at least one edge of H, say e, and of K, say f, lie in U, and we may assume that e and f both have
b as an endvertex. Let (e) = , (f ) = . We claim that there is a path in (G′)# between  and , and a path in (G′)#
between  and  (these paths may also be of length 0, that is, we allow  =  and  = ).
Suppose there is no path between  and  in (G′)#. Hence also in H # there is no path between  and . Suppose that
the 2-path on edges ab and e is not convex (if ab= e we are already done). Then clearly edges ab and e lie on a 4-cycle
or a triangle. But then there is obviously a path between  and  in H #, a contradiction. Assume now that the path on
edges ab and e is convex, and note that H is smaller than G. By induction we again derive that b is a cut vertex also in
H, a contradiction with the deﬁnition of H and C′.
Hence there is a path in (G′)# between  and , and similarly we could prove that there is a path in (G′)# between 
and . Since in G# the new color  is adjacent to  and to , we derive that there is a path in G# between  and , again
a contradiction which concludes the proof of Case 1.
Case 2: Suppose now that the convex 2-path abc does not exist in G′. Then without loss of generality we may assume
that in G′ we have an edge ab, with (ab) = , and that c appears in the last step by gated (peripheral) amalgamation
of G′ along U with respect to preﬁber graph P, and (bc) =  by the assumption (note that by the notation from the
beginning of the proof = ). First, if U is isomorphic to K1, then obviously b is a cut vertex as desired. Now, assume
that U contains more than one vertex. Clearly, a /∈U for otherwise the path abc would not be convex. Let d be an
arbitrary neighbor of b in U, and let (bd) = .
Suppose there is a path between  and  in G#. Then, since  is adjacent to  in G#, we derive that there is a
path in G# between  and , contrary to our assumption about G. Hence, the remaining case is that there is no path
between  and  in G#. We derive that there is no path between  and  also in (G′)#, since (G′)# is an induced
subgraph of G#. Then the 2-path abd is convex and we may apply the induction hypothesis since G′ is a smaller ﬁber-
complemented graph as G. We infer that b is a cut vertex in G′, and so the situation is translated to Case 1. The proof is
complete. 
The following result is a variation of [13, Theorem 3.4] for partial cubes.
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a ﬁber-complemented graph. Then G is 2-connected if and only if G# is connected.
Proof. If G is not 2-connected, then clearly G# is not connected. Assume G# is not connected. Let  and  be two
colors among which there is no path in G# and let there be edges e and f, with (e) = , (f ) = , which are as close
as possible in G (that is, they are the closest possible among all edges of all pairs of colors that are not accessible by
paths in G#). We claim that e and f are incident. Indeed, if they were not incident then there is an edge g incident with e
which is closer to f than e (this holds because we may assume that G is connected). Clearly, either there is no path in G#
between (g) and , or there is no path between (g) and . In either case we derive a contradiction with minimality of
the distance between e and f. Hence, e and f are incident, and they induce a 2-path that is convex (otherwise there would
clearly be a path in G# between (e) and (f )). Therefore, by Lemma 4.1 we derive that their common endvertex is a
cut vertex in G, and so G is not 2-connected. 
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5. APBC graphs
In our main theorem we will need the following lemma. (By abuse of language, by a preﬁber box we also mean a
subset that induces a preﬁber box.)
Lemma 5.1. The gated expansion of an APBC graph along a preﬁber box is again an APBC graph.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that the lemma is not correct, and let G′ be a smallest graph (in the sense of the number
of vertices) that is obtained by the gated expansion from anAPBC graph G along a preﬁber box U and G′ is notAPBC.
Let W1, . . . ,Wn be gated subsets of a graph G with ∪ni=1Wi = V (G), Wi ∩ Wj = U for all i 
= j and there are no
edges between Wi − U and Wj − U for i 
= j , and let C be the preﬁber graph on n vertices such that G′ is the gated
expansion of G with respect to C,W1, . . . ,Wn along U. Denote by  the (new) color class induced by the preﬁber C.
We may assume that  is not a peripheral color class, otherwise the contradiction is immediate.
We claim that G′ contains a peripheral preﬁber box (that is, a preﬁber box that contains a peripheral -color). Since
G is APBC, it has a peripheral color contraction procedure such that in each step we contract a peripheral color of
a peripheral preﬁber box. Let  be the ﬁrst -color in one such procedure, and let T be the corresponding maximal
preﬁber box that contains edges of color . Since T is a preﬁber box, it lies entirely in one 〈Wi〉, say 〈W1〉. If no edge
of  lies in U, then T is a peripheral preﬁber box also in G′, and  its peripheral color, and the claim is proved. Hence
we may assume that some edges of  lie in U. If all edges of  lie in U, then U = T (since T is a maximal preﬁber
box), and  is a peripheral color also in G′, which again proves the claim. Otherwise, U is a subbox of T (with some
color classes of T lying in W1 − U ). Let  = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k, . . . ,  be the color classes in the peripheral color
contraction procedure of G. Since G is not a preﬁber box (otherwise the contradiction would be obtained even earlier)
we derive that there is a -color that does not have any edges in T, and let k, k1, be the smallest index for which k
is such a color. Denote by R the corresponding peripheral preﬁber box in which edges of k lie. Clearly, no edge of
k lies in U (since U ⊂ T ), and so the color class k is also peripheral in G′ and lies in the peripheral box R, which
proves the claim.
Since G′ has a peripheral preﬁber box, say S, we can contract its peripheral -color  and obtain a smaller graph H ′.
If H ′ wasAPBC, then also G′ would beAPBC, a desired contradiction. On the other hand, if H ′ is not APBC, then we
derive a contradiction with minimality of G′. Namely, H ′ is then a graph that is not APBC, yet it can be obtained by
gated expansion from an APBC graph H along the preﬁber box U (here H is the graph obtained from G by contracting
the box S along its peripheral color class ). 
Recall that a graph is called chordal if it does not have any induced cycle of length greater than 3.An induced subgraph
of a chordal graph is also chordal. The vertex x ∈ V (G) is simplicial if its neighbors induce a complete subgraph of
G. The ordering (v1, . . . , vn) of the vertices of V (G) is a perfect elimination scheme of G if for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the
vertex vi is simplicial in a subgraph of G induced by {vi, . . . , vn}. It is well known that a graph is chordal if and only
if it has a perfect elimination scheme, see e.g. [4].
Theorem 5.2. Let G be a ﬁber-complemented graph. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) G is an APBC graph,
(ii) G# is a chordal graph,
(iii) G can be obtained by a sequence of gated expansions from K1 along preﬁber boxes.
Proof. (i) → (iii): This direction is obvious since peripheral amalgamation can be regarded as an expansion—if G is
obtained by the peripheral amalgamation from G′ along a preﬁber box U with respect to a preﬁber graph P, then G is
the expansion from G′ with W1 = V (G′) and Wj , j = 2, . . . , |P |, are copies of V (U).
(iii) → (ii): The proof is by induction on the number of expansion steps. If G is a preﬁber box then by Theorem
3.3, G# is a complete graph which is chordal. Suppose G is not a preﬁber box. Then it is obtained from a graph
G′ by the gated expansion along a preﬁber box U with respect to a preﬁber graph P. Let  be the vertex in G#,
with  = (P ). Obviously,  is adjacent exactly to all vertices 1, . . . , k that correspond to colors of U. Clearly,
1, . . . , k form a complete subgraph by Theorem 3.3, since U is a preﬁber box. Thus  is a simplicial vertex in
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G#, and clearly (G′)# = G# − . By induction hypothesis (G′)# is chordal, and so G# also has a perfect elimination
scheme.
(ii) → (i): Let G be a ﬁber-complemented graph such that G# is chordal. The proof is by induction on the order
of G. Since G# is chordal, it has a simplicial vertex , that is, a vertex whose neighborhood is a complete subgraph K
isomorphic to Kr . Let H be the subgraph of G, induced by edges with color , that is, H = 〈⋃x∈SUS(x)〉 = 〈BS(x)〉,
where S is any preﬁber with (S) = . Recall that H is a gated subgraph, thus a ﬁber-complemented graph. We claim
that H is a preﬁber box (Cartesian product of preﬁber graphs).
Let  be any color (vertex) from K. Since  and  are adjacent in G#, there is an induced 4-cycle of opposite edges
with colors  and  in G. This 4-cycle obviously lies also in H. If  is another color (vertex) in K then  and  cross on
some 4-cycle in G. We claim that they cross on a 4-cycle also in H.
Suppose that  and  do not cross in H, and, in addition, let colors  and  be the closest in H, among all colors of
H that do not cross in H. Let e ∈ E(H) be colored with  and f ∈ E(H) colored with , and let they be as close as
possible among pairs of edges with these two colors. If e and f are incident then they induce a convex 2-path which is
in contradiction with Lemma 3.2 (because there exist edges in G with colors  and  that cross on a 4-cycle). Hence,
let e′ be an edge incident with e that lies on a shortest path between e and f in H. Clearly, e and e′ induce a convex
2-path (otherwise either e′ or another edge opposite in a 4-cycle to e would be colored by , which contradicts that
e and f are the closest such edges). Now, e′ cannot be colored by any color of K because of Lemma 3.2 again (the
contradiction would appear for colors  and (e′)); hence, the only possibility is that e′ is of color . But this is not
possible, considering the structure of H which consists of parallel preﬁbers with color . Hence, any two colors of K
cross also in H.
We infer that H # is isomorphic to Kr+1. Since H # is complete, H is a preﬁber box by Theorem 3.3 and H is gated
in G. For an arbitrary preﬁber S with (S)= , consider the sets WS(x), for x ∈ S. We can perform a contraction along
the color class , and denote the resulting graph by L. Recall that L# =G# − , and so L# is again a chordal graph (it is
obtained by removal of a simplicial vertex from a chordal graph). Since L is a smaller ﬁber-complemented graph than
G, we derive that L is APBC. Since G is obtained from L by the gated expansion along a preﬁber box we derive that G
is APBC by Lemma 5.1. 
Several questions can be asked about crossing graphs of ﬁber-complemented graphs. First of all, one could try to
generalize some other results from [1,13]. For instance, in [1] it was proved that a median graph is ACC if and only
if it does not contain any convex bipartite wheel (bipartite wheel BWn is the graph obtained from the wheel Wn by
subdividing all outer edges by one vertex). Can one characterize APBC graphs among ﬁber-complemented graphs
using a similar condition by forbidding certain convex (or gated) subgraphs?
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